About one year ago we started working on perfecting the CarbaCap. The CarbaCap is based on old
technology, however it needed to be improved. As the manufacturer we were working with a mold that
became increasingly unreliable. The proprietary 3M product we were making the CarbaCap from was actually
corroding the mold. We went through an extensive refurbishment of the mold and also tested out different
types of materials. We quickly discovered that the material we were using was not able to be reliable through
the manufacturing process. The old plastic we were making the CarbaCap with had a tendency to shrink when
it cooled. This had a tendency to leave ripples in critical areas that would cause it to fail during its
manufacturing. There were new space age plastics that would work better and be far more reliable. For over
a year we explored new options on making the best possible product we could.
Working with our molding and plastic provider we discovered that a new type of plastic known as K-Resin®
would work with our mold and decrease the shrinkage and defects. This made the CarbaCap the correct size
and fitted tightly within the injector and on the container. We feel that this will improve the quality of the
CarbaCap and will help users maintain a good and tight seal. At first we jokingly we refer to this as Gütentite
Technology™. However it's more than just a twist on an old product. This improvement will revolutionize the
reliability of carbonating at home or at the industrial level. This new type of plastic should last for many years
of reliable use. Even though the CarbaCap is fully warranted for life, this will give even more confidence in the
reliability of our products.
Sometimes innovations and improvements on old technology can make a big difference. We hope that the
CarbaCap with the new Gütentite Technology™ improvements will provide our customers with exceptional,
reliable and durable use for many years to come. Other similar products on the market have come and gone
with a fad enthusiasm. We are confident that the CarbaCap will be here for many years to come with an evergrowing list of satisfied users from around the world.
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Press Release: General publication and dissemination after January 19, 2016. Estimated read through time 00:01:40.
Information: The CarbaCap is a wonderful system for carbonating any beverages easily. It is also easy to use to keep anything
carbonated, fizzy and bubbly. Carbonate water, soda, soft drinks, beer, wine and much more. The world of carbonated beverages is
now at your fingertips. The CarbaCap is a proven system that will help you make the perfect carbonated beverage. The CarbaCap can
also help keep Store-bought and homemade carbonated beverages fresh. It can also be used to re-carbonate flat drinks.
Contact: The CarbaCap is 100% USA manufactured and wholesaled by S Richards LLC, 1969 S. Alafaya Tr. #223, Orlando, FL 32828.
Email at info@carbacap.com & sales@carbacap.com
carbacap.com - facebook.com/carbacap - twitter.com/carbacap

CarbaCap® and Gütentite Technology™ are trademarks of S Richards LLC
K-Resin® is a registered trademark of Chevron Phillips Chemical Company

